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ABSTRACT
In order to improve development efficiency of embedded Web application and code reusability, a kind of
development mode of embedded Web based on MVC pattern is presented and a kind of practical application
template engine is designed based on this pattern. This design introduces MVC method and Web application
development is divided into model, view and controller to achieve the separation of logistic and presentation
layer in the process of embedded Web design, thus it achieves the modularization of embedded Web
application design and clear hierarchical structure. Developing Web application based on this method can
improve code reusability and strengthen expandability and maintainability of system. This mode is a kind of
common design method and can be applied to various system platform according to actual application
environment.
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data of problem and is independent of external forms of
display. View obtains information from model to present data
in the model and logistic relationship in different manner.
Controller defines response mode of user interface on user
input, properly transfers business logic according to client
request of user and displays selected view to user based on
result. Among them, there are most processing tasks in view
[3].
MVC separates view and model by establishing one
“order/notice” protocol [4]. View must accurately reflect
status of model. In the event of changes of data in the model,
the model will inform view of update in a manner. The model
returns unformatted data, namely, the model is not associated
with data format. There are different views in one model.
When establish new views, model is not rewrote [5]. MVC is
intended to increase code reusability and decreases coupling
degree of data expression, data description and application
operation. Figure 1 describes the relationship of view,
controller and model [6].

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of embedded technology and
gradual popularity of embedded equipment, there are more
and more network product based on embedded system that
provides with Web and CGI interface for user to make user
query or set up systematic parameters through the Internet of
remote browser [1]. At present, these CGI applications are
achieved by using one CGI language (such as various script
languages and C language). Their disadvantages include
staggered confusion of codes between static page and
dynamic data and distortions of program structure, which are
bade for independent maintenance of pages and business
model and are difficult to satisfy variation requirements of
user. This paper achieves a kind of design template engine
based on embedded system and MVC. Through a set of insert
HTML scripts, interface design and dynamic data operation is
separated and separates business model from page and
improves reusability of model [2].

2. MVC DESIGN CONCEPT

3. THE APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING

MVC namely is Model-View-Controller (model-viewcontroller). The model is application object, includes core
development can compulsively separate data (model) and
interface (view) [7]. At present, there are some Web program
development tools based on MVC. Although these tools are
widely applied to website design, two problems limit the
application of it on embedded system. Firstly, such generated
Web applications are based on server-side script [8].
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Applying MVC design concept to Web application
However, due to smaller storage space, embedded system
generally selects simple and compact Web server but does not
support server-side script. Secondly, using server-side script
means to dynamically analyze and explain when call page and
the running speed on the embedded equipment with lower
performance is low.
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Select view

<? pseudocode
print_table($
source,$col,$ border)
while$count>0
do
print($ count)
$count=$ count一1
done
?>

The controller
User request
Model selection view
Feedback to the user
The data processing

User request

Data modification notification
View
The user interface
Interactive logic
A request

Query data

Figure 3. Sample of built in script

Model
Management data storage
Provide the system function
Keep the agreement system

4.1 View design
View namely is user interface. Using HTML layer
language to encode view is mainly intended to help art
designer use graphical tools to design page layout and static
elements. Built in script is used to design dynamic content
and a pair of specific symbols (hereinafter known as script
domain) is included. It is better to select symbols neglected
by HTML, such as “<?---->”and “< !! >”. In this case, the
content of script domain will not affect appearance of other
components when design page. The script content shall
include sentence of variable definition and reference, function
call and flow control etc.
(1) Variable. Variable is used for storage of dynamic data
and includes data shown in interface and used inside script.
The application of variable includes assignment and
reference. In the following example, pseudo-code name is
used to present variable. In general, the assignment of other
variable other than variable used inside view is processed in
the control module and the variable is only used in the view
design.
(2) Function. Function is used to achieve a set of special
function. For example, print form, read and write file and
calculate expression. The function is achieved in the
controller and model design and the usage of function can
make code structure clear and easy to read.
(3) Flow control. Flow control is used for conditional
choice and control of process procedure and data display.
Flow control includes sentences such as for, while, until,
break, continue, if/elif/else. Flow control can achieve the goal
of page content choice and data flow branch.
Control including dynamic data in the web page view, such
as text field, button and form, can be achieved through
function. The print_table in the pseudo-code as shown in Fig
3 is a simple table function and its parameter is respectively
data source, column number and margin. The function will
print the col column table taking source as data source, the
column number of table is calculated according to the
dynamic of data volume in the source. An important feature
of MVC view is nest. For example, a table can nest elements
such as pull-down menu and radio button. The nest of
function can be used to achieve view nest.

Figure 1. Architecture of MVC and relation between MVC
components
Thus, to achieve MVC in embedded Web design, another
method must be adopted [9]. Through analysis, this paper
chooses CGI program as purpose to achieve CGI program
template engine based on MVC. CGI is s up ported by most
Web server and execution speed is higher so that it is suitable
for embedded Web application. This design adopts traditional
template to complete the design of view, controller and
model. The view then is transmitted into corresponding CGI
program. At last, it is combined with model and controller to
form final CGI program. The design structure is as shown in
Figure 2.
The user's browser
pretreatment

The view
template

After the pretreatment of the view

The controller

Model

Figure 2. Architecture of web application based on MVC
4. THE DESIGN OF WEB TEMPLATE ENGINE
BASED ON MVC
The biggest disadvantage of CGI program which is written
in any language is that the code is not easy to read or
maintain [9]. Due to static content in the page, dynamic data
and control flow and function call in the program are mixed
together. So code readability is poor and code is difficult to
identify by DreamWeaver graphical design tool and to
maintain interface [10].
Introducing MVC concept into CGI program design is to
separate the interface, control and dynamic data to the
maximum extent when design and maintain CGI program so
as to make interface designer and programmer concentrate on
code on the HTML layer and business layer without mutual
influence. The code integration is automatically completed by
template engine.

4.2 Controller design
The main mission of controller is to submit data process
request of user to model and select proper data to return to
user. It is mainly intended to schedule coordination between
view and model. Controller call data processing interface and
save result for reference of view. Concurrently, it is
responsible for choice of view. To design better controller,
better interface between view and model shall be provided to
decrease direct access to model from view.
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Fig. 4 shows a simple example of view-controller. The
view quotes variable name and the controller call
GetUserName function to assign returned value to name, thus
view obtains value of name from controller and shows in the
user interface. In this mode, only interface protocol between
view and controller needs to be maintained to quot variable
from view and separate usage and assignment of variable.

<? pseudocode print($name)?>

$name=Get User Name

is written to CGI procedure. The preprocessing of view
involves text matching, replacement and simple syntax
analysis. The whole process shall be complete automatically
by template engine. In order to decrease difficulty of
achievement, built in script can use same language with
object CGI program. Fig. 5 is a simple example of
preprocessing. The CGI procedure is generated after
transition of original view file. After integration of CGI
procedure, controller and model, the CGI web page which
user access through browser shall be obtained.
It can be seen that the features of achievement is the
preprocessing for template, namely, create CGI procedure
through reading template file. After that, in the process of
operation, template file is not reanalyzed so as to increase
efficiency.

View

Controller

5. CONCLUSION
The application of MVC design mode on development of
Web program of embedded Linux increase reusability of
module and improve maintainability of system. Concurrently,
it provides with better mode for development of Web
application system and division of developer and with
standard interface for integration among modules. In short,
MVC is better software patter to establish Web application.
The layer of Web application can make programmer carefully
consider the additional complexity of application so as to
increase expansibility and to make program more sound,
more flexible and more individual.

Figure 4. View and its controller
4.3 Model design
The model covers business data and business rule.
Business data includes user profile, database and other data
file.
Math Business rule is responsible for processing the user
request passed from control module, mainly completes data
calculation, access, transition and I/O operation and return
result to control module. Model is the core of business system
and provides interface for view and controller. The process
procedure processed in the model is associated with business
data, generally called by controller module and output
unformatted original data. The data will be transferred to
view to format after processed by control module. At last,
they will display on the web page.
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NOMENCLATURE
MVC
CGI
HTML
k
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Model-View-Controller
Common-Gateway-Interface
Hyper Text Mark-up Language
Thermal conductivity, W.m-1. K-1

